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Enabling performance engineering

Objective: Expand and deepen HPC support in areas where existing
scientific expertise coincides with critical user needs.

Approach: HKHLRAHRP + Users
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Principal Investigators

Christian Bischof (coordinator) – Technische Universität Darmstadt
André Brinkmann – Johannes Gutenberg Universität Mainz

Nicolas Gauger – Technische Universität Kaiserslautern
Volker Lindenstruth – Goethe-Universität Frankfurt am Main
Dörte Carla Sternel – Hessisches Kompetenzzentrum für 

Hochleistungsrechnen
Felix Wolf – Technische Universität Darmstadt
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Enabling performance engineering

Scalability
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HPC support structures

EPE Activities
• 1st EPE workshop, Mainz, May 2017
• 8th HiPerCH workshop, Marburg, September 2017
• Expert workshop on scalability analysis, Darmstadt, November 2017
• User meeting on scalability analysis, Darmstadt, February 2018
• Totalview tutorial, Kaiserslautern, March 2018
• Minisymposium at WCCM 18, July 2018
• FEPA-Workshop Erlangen, July 2018
• 10th HiPerCH workshop, Darmstadt: September 2018

Courses
• Introduction to Bash
• Introduction to Mogon

User Engagement
• HPC-Cafe
• Bachelor & Master Theses
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What affects the predictability of weather?
• Sensitivity of numerical models
• Collaboration with TRR 165 “Waves to weather”

Status
• Applied algorithmic differentiation to cloud 

scheme
• Warm cloud scheme of COSMO

• Identified coefficients and parameters with 
large derivatives

Algorithmic reproducibility
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Help measure stability of algorithms 
• Provide tools to analyze the Lipschitz

constants / condition numbers of 
each code part

Status
• CFD suite TRACE – Replacement of hand-

made FFT implementation through library 
• Stability proven
• Greatly improved maintainability
• Speedup of 51! (according to DLR)

• Ongoing: exchange of hand-made 
linear solver in industrial mold-filling 
simulation

Algorithmic stability & performance
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C++ extension for explicit data parallelism
• Allows numerical algorithm developers to exploit hardware parallelism in a 

portable way and with minimal effort
• Vc library provides portable, zero-overhead C++ types for explicitly data-

parallel programming

Multi- and manycore performance

Fundamental 
Type

Scalar
Registers &
Instructions

Programming
Language

Computer
Packed

Registers &
Instructions

SIMD Type

abstracts abstracts abstracts
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Status application
• Collaboration with Prof. Rezolla @ Goethe-Universität Frankfurt

• Relativistic hydrodynamics simulation, encompassing turbulence, accretion 
and neutron star collision

• Coupled wit the AMRex framework
• 3x CPU speedup with Vc library
• GPU port in progress

Status standardization
• ISO TS 19570:2018, containing SIMD types, awaiting publication
• Independent implementation exists in libc++ (Clang)
• Contributed implementation to libstdc++ (GCC)

Multi- and manycore performance (2)

2.5D Blocking Elias R. Most 
(dev of CPU code)
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Help developers identify and resolve scalability limitations in their codes using 
Extra-P

Scalability

http://www.scalasca.org/software/extra-p/download.html
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Scalability (2)

UG4 @ GCSC, Frankfurt
• Grid-based solution of PDEs 
• Effects of problem size and 

#processes on performance

LLL Algorithm @ SC, Darmstadt
• Lattice-based cryptographic algorithm
• Higher complexity desirable !
• Empirical complexity 

lower than expected

OpenFoam @ MMA, Darmstadt
• Open-source CFD 

package 
• Many different solvers
• Derived hardware requirements 

for icoFoam
FASTEST @ SC, TU Darmstadt
• Flows in complex 3D configurations
• Modeled strong 

scaling behavior
• Reproducibility of 

performance

6 Andreas Vogel et al.6 Andreas Vogel et al.
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Fig. 3. Computing grids for the skin problem showing corneocytes (green) and lipid
channels (red). Left: geometry ratios. Right: 3d grid for 10 layers of corneocytes.

For each run, the benchmark data is written out in a certain format that
enables the researcher to deduct the desired information. This data can be parsed
by automatic pre- and post-processing scripts that draw information and store
it more densely for manual interpretation.

The steps carried out by JUBE are shown in Fig. 2. Preparation, compilation,
execution, and analysis steps might exist multiple times and JUBE will perform
the aforementioned steps in sequence. It is important to note that JUBE is
able to easily create combinatorial runs of multiple parameters. For example,
in a scaling experiment, one can simply specify multiple numbers of processes,
and/or di�erent solver setups and/or physical parameter, and JUBE will create
one experiment for each possible combination, submit all of them to the resource
manager, collect all results, and display them together.

5 Results

Using the tools from Sec. 3 and Sec. 4 we analyzed the UG4 code in three studies:
In the first two tests we focus on modeling drug di�usion through the human
skin. First, we analyze the code behavior in a weak scaling followed by study
varying the di�usivity of the skin cells over ranges of magnitude. In the third
study we provide a comparison for two di�erent types of solver: the geometric
multigrid solver is compared in a weak scaling study to the unpreconditioned
conjugate gradient (CG) method.

5.1 Drug di�usion though the human skin

We consider a model for the permeability of the human skin. The outermost
part of the epidermis (stratum corneum) consists of flattened, dead cells (cor-
neocytes) that are surrounded by an inter-cellular lipid. The stratum corneum is
the natural barrier to protect underlying tissue but still allows for the through-
put of certain concentrations (e.g., drugs, medicine). The latter process can be
modeled by a di�usion process in which the di�usion coe⇥cient within the cor-
neocytes di�ers to the one in the lipid and di�erent geometric representation of

Fig. 3. Computing grids for the skin problem showing corneocytes (green) and lipid
channels (red). Left: geometry ratios. Right: 3d grid for 10 layers of corneocytes.

5 Results

Using the tools from Sec. 3 and Sec. 4, we analyze the UG4 code in three sub-
studies: In the first two tests, we focus on modeling drug di�usion through the
human skin. First, we analyze the code behavior under weak scaling, then we
vary the di�usivity of the skin cells over several ranges of magnitude. In the third
study, we compare two di�erent types of solvers, again under weak scaling: the
geometric multigrid solver and the unpreconditioned conjugate gradient (CG)
method.

Drug di�usion though the human skin. The outermost part of the epi-
dermis (stratum corneum) consists of flattened, dead cells (corneocytes), that
are surrounded by an inter-cellular lipid. The stratum corneum is the natural
barrier to protect underlying tissue, but still allows for the throughput of certain
concentrations (e.g., drugs, medicine). The latter process can be modeled by a
di�usion process, in which the di�usion coe⇥cient within the corneocytes di�ers
from the one in the lipid. Di�erent geometric representations of the stratum
corneum have been used to compute the di�usional throughput [17].

In the following two studies, we use a brick-and-mortar model (Fig. 3).
Assuming di�usion driven transport in the two subdomains s � {cor, lip} (cor-
neocyte, lipid), the governing equation is given by

�tcs(t, x) = ⇥ · (Ds⇥cs(t, x)).

The di�usion coe⇥cient Ds is assumed to be constant within each subdomain
s � {cor, lip}, but may di�er between subdomains. For the scalability analysis,
we compute the steady state of the concentration distribution.

As solver, we employ a geometric multigrid method, accelerated by an outer
conjugate gradient method. The multigrid uses a damped Jacobi smoother, two
(resp. three) smoothing steps in 2d (resp. 3d), a V-cycle, and an LU base solver.
The iterations are completed once an absolute residuum reduction of 10�10 is
achieved. The main di⇥culty of this problem is the bad aspect ratio of the
computational domain (0.1µm vs. 30µm for the lipid channels). This is resolved
by three (resp. five) steps of anisotropic refinement to enhance those ratios. Base
solvers are applied at a level where ratios are satisfactory.
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Service: automated scalability proof for 
compute time applications

Required for access to large-scale cluster
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Service: automated scalability proof for 
compute time applications (2)

Status
• Prototype available for Lichtenberg cluster users at TU Darmstadt 

• Integration with Workflow Manager JUBE (FZJ) in progress

Application

Scripting
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Summary

• New performance engineering services offer
• Speedup

• Productivity improvements

• Increased maintainability

• Easier ways of preparing compute time grant proposals

• Teaching activities bring knowledge to users

• Individual user support allows complex application tuning
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